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We met across the road from the Mundaring Hotel, 4 cars in total which
included two visitors, a grey, overcast morning saw us head off on a trip we
have only done on the reccy, into the Mundaring Forest. There was a chance
this was going to be lots of fun. Mundaring is always a surprise especially if we
get to test our driving ability.

We started at the tank at the western end of the power line track, but we were
only on it for about 300m, then we turned right into the unknown. It turned out to
be a fairly narrow, but back-to-nature type of track with all number of natural
obstacles (like rusty car bodies and narrow chicken tracks.)

We travelled along this track veering left and finding a large open rocky area
which would have made a great stop for morning tea if it had not been only
twenty minutes into the trip.

We made it a comfort stop and had a quick walk around to admire the
environment and the view.

Our journey took us almost to Firewood Rd, but we turned North East which
took us along the creek that runs along the north side of Firewood Rd. It was
narrow and overgrown in places, but the unknown made it just a bit more
interesting. We travelled part of the journey on Poison Lease Rd and found
another obscure track heading East, which ended up heading South to bring us
out to Firewood Rd again. We turned left and followed until it became Smit Rd
which took us all the way down and over the new bridge before my favourite
Stockwhip Rd.
Here we tested our skills and manoeuvred down the last 30m of the furrowed,
rocky, deeply rutted track. Always a rush! It had some rocky heights and eroded
roads which meant concentration was imperative if you were driving.
We turned right at the end of Stockwhip Rd and followed Well bucket Rd until it
brought us out into a gravel pit, but just before we got there, we came across a
large mob of kangaroos. More than we had previously seen – about 15 of them.
From here we followed Well Bucket Rd around until it came back to Smit Rd,
which we turned left on. Then we turned left on to Yetar Rd and after about 3
km we stopped in a clearing beside the road which made a great spot for lunch.

After lunch we continued our journey into unknown places and found a large
area frequented by bike riders and mud seekers. Yes, we too found the mud
and some of us tried the big puddle. Nicole successfully bogged Mum’s car and
Ian snatched her out. Then Dale almost got stuck in the same place. He
managed to reverse and go again with a bit more momentum. Fun to watch and
a great experience for Nicole.

We came across an old building highly decorated with graffiti which added a bit
of unnatural colour to our trip and then, we turned off into the unknown again,
along Cavern Rd. It had a bit of everything with high views and a rutted track. It
also produced some childhood memories for one of our visitors who had been
searching for the track for some time. What a coincidence!

Then, as Perth was expecting the mother of all storms (the one that kept many
members at home instead of on this trip) and it had become darker and the
wind was getting stronger, we found Gorrie Road and made it to the end just as
the light skiffy rain began dampening our day. We aired up and said our
farewells.
Another great day out with like-minded people. Wonderful!

